The point process is a solid framework to model sequential data, such as videos, by exploring the underlying relevance. As a challenging problem for high-level video understanding, weakly supervised action recognition and localization in untrimmed videos has attracted intensive research attention. Knowledge transfer by leveraging the publicly available trimmed videos as external guidance is a promising attempt to make up for the coarse-grained video-level annotation and improve the generalization performance. However, unconstrained knowledge transfer may bring about irrelevant noise and jeopardize the learning model. This paper proposes a novel adaptability decomposing encoder-decoder network to transfer reliable knowledge between trimmed and untrimmed videos for action recognition and localization via bidirectional point process modeling, given only video-level annotations. By decomposing the original features into domain-adaptable and domain-specific ones based on their adaptability, trimmed-untrimmed knowledge transfer can be safely confined within a more coherent subspace. An encoder-decoder based structure is carefully designed and jointly optimized to facilitate effective action classification and temporal localization. Extensive experiments are conducted on two benchmark datasets (i.e., THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.3), and experimental results clearly corroborate the efficacy of our method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Action recognition and temporal localization in untrimmed videos is a challenging problem with widespread attention in machine learning and computer vision communities [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Compared with trimmed videos which are precisely segmented and well aligned with specific actions, untrimmed videos are typically cluttered with both actions and irrelevant backgrounds, and thus far more complicated to handle. Recent progress in action recognition and localization of untrimmed videos mainly concentrates on the fully supervised setting, Fig. 1 . The training-testing workflow of AdapNet. In the training stage, the method receives trimmed-untrimmed video pairs and the corresponding videolevel labels, and learns the action recognition model through the encoderdecoder based network. In the testing stage, the optimized network is fed with unlabeled untrimmed videos, and aims to estimate both the actions of interest and their temporal intervals. which requires frame-level annotations or equivalently temporal intervals of actions. Considering the relatively long duration and complex content of untrimmed videos, manually labeling such fine-grained information is prohibitively laborintensive and time-consuming. Therefore, the fully supervised methods may not be applicable to large scale untrimmed video sets. This motivates us to develop efficient learning methods with minimal demand for labeling effort. To this end, we focus on the weakly supervised scenario, which only requires the comparatively coarse video-level labels in the training stage, and still aims to identify actions and the corresponding temporal intervals in untrimmed videos during testing.
To make up for the limited information available for untrimmed videos under weak supervision, a reasonable solution is to fully leverage trimmed videos as external resources to further improve the analytical performance. This is achieved by transferring the instructive knowledge learned on trimmed videos to untrimmed ones. In this way, the general latent patterns underlying trimmed and untrimmed videos of semantically related categories can be effectively shared via domain adaption. However, not all the aspects of video features are transferable. Overemphasizing the irrelevant aspects will inevitably jeopardize the generalization ability of the learning arXiv:1911.11961v1 [cs.CV] 27 Nov 2019 model [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . As a result, knowledge transfer without discrimination may bring about negative influence, and thus is not a reliable solution. To be specific, knowledge transfer should be carefully confined within the domain-adaptable features, whereas strictly exclude the domain-specific ones.
As we know, it has become an emerging direction in machine learning to simultaneously exploit multiple aspects of the input feature space, which proves beneficial for various learning tasks. In this paper, we aim to decompose the original video features into domain-adaptable ones that are shared across different domains and domain-specific ones that are private to each domain, so as to enforce robust trimmeduntrimmed knowledge transfer. The shared-private decomposing mechanism is based on the sub-features adaptability during cross-domain modeling. Specifically, we propose a novel weakly supervised action recognition and localization method based on adaptability decomposing encoder-decoder deep neural network, referred to as AdapNet, whose trainingtesting workflow is illustrated in Figure 1 . Throughout the procedure, both spatial and temporal relevance of frames in trimmed and untrimmed videos are explored effectively.
The main contributions of the proposed method are summarized as follows.
• We present adaptability decomposing of the original features to ensure reliable knowledge transfer between trimmed and untrimmed videos, so that domain adaptation can be safely confined within a more coherent subspace and instructive knowledge can be effectively shared. • We develop an encoder-decoder based network structure to facilitate model learning, integrating a triplet encoder to extract domain-adaptable and domain-specific features and a decoder for information preservation. • We design a bidirectional point process model by forward and backward exploring of video frames to achieve finegrained temporal boundary detection, so that the time intervals corresponding to actions of interest can be identified precisely. • We conduct extensive experiments on two challenging untrimmed video datasets (i.e. THUMOS14 [10] and ActivityNet1.3 [11] ), which show promising results of AdapNet over the existing state-of-the-art competitors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related work in Section II and introduce details of the proposed method in Section III. The results of experimental evaluation are reported in Section IV, followed by conclusions in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Action Recognition
Video-based action recognition aims to identify the categories of actions in real-world videos. Many action recognition approaches have been proposed in the past few years. The improved dense trajectories (iDT) [12] , [13] has achieved the most outstanding performance as a hand-crafted feature. With the development of deep learning, tremendous progress has been made [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . For instance, twostream network [19] , [20] is utilized to learn both appearance and motion information on frames and stacked optical flow respectively. C3D networks [21] adopt 3D convolutional kernel to capture both the spatial and temporal information directly from the raw videos. Wang et al. [22] designed a temporal segment network (TSN) to perform space sparse sampling and temporal fusion, which is aimed to learn from the integral videos. In addition, RNN methods are also widely used in action recognition tasks to improve the performance. Similar to the image classification tasks, which can be used in image object detection, action recognition models can also be used in temporal action localization tasks for feature extraction.
B. Action Localization
Different from action recognition, temporal action localization tries to identify the start and end time of actions of interest as well as recognizing the action categories for untrimmed videos. Previous works on temporal action localization mainly use the sliding windows as candidates and focus on designing hand-crafted feature representations to classify them [23] .
Recently, more and more works incorporate deep neural networks into the frameworks to obtain improved localization results. S-CNN [24] proposes to use multi-stage CNN to enhance the localization accuracy. Structured segment network (SSN) [25] proposes to model the temporal structure of each action instance via a structured temporal pyramid. SSAD [26] is proposed to use 1D temporal convolutional layers to skip the proposal generation step via directly detecting action instances in untrimmed videos. There are also some deep networks generating temporal proposals by probability estimation, such as Boundary Sensitive Network [27] . In addition, RNN is also widely used for temporal action localization. Compared with fully supervised methods, weakly supervised action localization is less studied. UntrimmedNets [28] employs attention mechanisms to learn the pattern of precut action segments. STPN [29] utilizes a sparsity constraint to detect the activities, which improves the performance of action localization. TSR-Net [30] integrates self-attention and transfer learning with temporal localization framework to obtain precise temporal intervals in untrimmed videos. AutoLoc [31] is proposed to directly predict the temporal boundary of each action instance with an outer-inner-contrastive loss to train the boundary predictor. W-TALC [32] learns the specific network weights by optimizing two complimentary loss functions, namely coactivity similarity loss and multiple instance learning loss. To fully leverage the publicly available trimmed videos, this paper further studies a reliable knowledge transfer mechanism from trimmed to untrimmed videos under adaptability constraint for effective action recognition and localization with weak supervision.
C. Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is aimed to learn a pattern that generalizes across different domains which are following different probability distributions. It is widely used in computer vision and natural language processing tasks. The main technical problem of transfer learning is how to reduce the domain shifts in data distributions. The most widely-used metric criterion on measuring the distance between different distributions is MMD (maximum mean discrepancy) [33] . Most existing methods are devoted to learning a shallow representation model through minimizing the domain discrepancy. However, the learned shallow representation model cannot suppress domain-specific exploratory factors of variations. With the rapid development of deep neural networks, the abstract representation learned by deep networks that disentangle the explanatory factors of variations behind data [34] and extract transferable factors underlying different populations [35] , [36] can only reduce the cross-domain discrepancy [37] . There are also some works on domain adaptation choose to integrate the domain adaptation modules with deep neural networks to boost the transfer performance [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , which can correct the marginal distributions shifts.
D. Feature Space Factorization
Many computer vision problems inherently involve multiple views, where a view is broadly defined as a source or a representation of the data. Exploiting multiple views of information has proven beneficial for various practical applications. Recent studies indicate that multi-view learning is particularly effective when the views are either independent or fully dependent. Therefore, many methods attempt to factorize the original information and learn separate subspaces for modeling shared and private aspects of the data, which are designed with either linear mappings [43] , [44] or non-linear mappings [45] . Salzmann et al. [46] proposed to encourage the shared-private factorization to be non-redundant while simultaneously discovering the dimensionality of the latent space. Jia et al. [47] propose an approach to learning such factorized representations inspired by sparse coding techniques, which allows latent dimensions shared between any subset of the views instead of between all the views only. This paper is inspired by the shared-private factorization mechanism, and attempts to develop an effective video feature decomposing approach.
E. Encoder-decoder
Encoder-decoder [48] model is firstly proposed to solve the problem of seq2seq [49] to learn and describe latent attributes of the input data. The encoder is utilized to convert the input sequences to a vector whose length is fixed. The decoder is to convert the fixed vector to a sequence. There appears various variations of encoders, such as autoencoders [50] . Autoencoders are an unsupervised learning tachnique in which the neural networks are leveraged for the task of representation learning. Specifically, autoencoder-decoder can convert the original input to a compressed knowledge representation, and measure the differences between the original input and the consequent reconstruction.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present the proposed AdapNet in detail, which consists of five modules, i.e. feature extraction, encoder, decoder, action classification and temporal localization modules. Figure 2 illustrated the methodological framework of AdapNet.
A. Spatio-temporal feature extraction
As we know, videos naturally contain spatial and temporal components. In order to fully capture both spatial and temporal properties of a video, we adopt the widely used two-stream architecture for feature extraction. As the name suggests, video features are extracted via two separately trained networks corresponding to RGB and optical flow, respectively. We utilize ResNet101 pretrained on ImageNet for both streams, and receive frame-level video features. Formally, let V * = {f i | m i=1 } stand for a video consisting of m frames, where f i is the i-th frame and * ∈ {t, u} indicates whether the video is trimmed or untrimmed. The RGB and optical flow features for V * are denoted as d-by-m matrices X * ,RGB and X * ,FLOW respectively, where d is the dimension of feature vector for each frame f i ∈ V * . Since both streams undergo identical subsequent procedures, without loss of generality, we use X * to denote the feature of V * from a single stream.
B. Triplet encoder for adaptability decomposing
As a simplified version of real-life video, each trimmed video is well-aligned with the specific action of interest, and thus is ideal to develop effective action classification models. Apart from that, since the trimmed videos are not only semantically annotated but also temporally localized, they can also be invaluable resources for action recognition and localization of the untrimmed videos. Regarding the trimmed and untrimmed videos as source and target domains respectively, AdapNet aims to transfer the discriminative ability learned on trimmed videos to that on untrimmed ones. To achieve this, we propose adaptability decomposing of the features into domain-adaptable and domain-specific ones, so that domain adaption can be safely confined within a more coherent feature subspace.
We introduce the triplet encoder {E p,t , E s , E p,u }, which consists of a shared encoder and two private encoders. The shared encoder E s focuses on the general features among semantically related trimmed-untrimmed video pairs, whereas 
where a •, * = (softmax (w 2 tanh (W 1 F •, * ))) .
is a m-dimensional vector of attention weights. In (2), W 1 ∈ R b×d f and w 2 ∈ R 1×b are intermediate parameters to be learned, where b is a hyperparameter set empirically.
} be the sets of trimmed and untrimmed sets containing n t and n u videos, respectively. As a result, there are altogether n t ×n u trimmeduntrimmed video pairs with video-level labels. By stacking the d f -dimensional video feature vectors, we arrive at the matrix format for features of the trimmed and untrimmed sets as
The loss functions of shared and private encoders are defined with Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence as follows.
where
is the index set for semantically correlated video pairs, and Ω is the complementary set of Ω. In (5), y (i) * stands for the class label of video V (i) * . On one hand, L adp encourages similar domain-adaptable feature distribution if the trimmed and untrimmed videos fall into identical action categories, and different otherwise. On the other hand, L dif punishes redundancy between the private and shared encoders.
As for the network structure, the shared and private encoders are all designed with three convolutional layers, followed by a max pooling layer of each convolutional layer, and finally a fully connected layer.
C. Integrative decoder for information preservation
After adaptability decomposing, the domain-adaptable and domain-specific features, i.e. F s, * and F p, * , are fed into an integrative decoder to recover the original video representations. As discussed in the previous subsection, the decomposed features focus on different aspects of the video, and thus can provide complimentary information to each other when integrated. The recovery performance reflects the information loss during feature decomposing. For the sake of information preservation, we define the recovery loss as follows.
where X (i) * and X (i) * denote the original and recovered feature matrix of video V (i) * , respectively. || · || 2 F is Frobenius norm widely used in matrix recovery tasks.
The decoder is designed with a fully connected layer, followed by two convolutional layers, one upsampling layer and two convolutional layers.
D. Joint action classification
To identify the actions in each video, we pass the selfattentive representations h •,t into the action classification module, which consists of two parts, i.e. a shared and two private FC layers, followed by two softmax activation layers to generate probabilistic predictions on the trimmed and untrimmed videos respectively. In the training stage, the trimmed-untrimmed video pairs with video-level action labels are leveraged to learn robust classification models by minimizing the classification loss L cls , which is computed with the standard multi-label crossentropy loss on both trimmed and untrimmed videos. Note that the shared FC layer is trained with domain-adaptable features derived from both video sources. In this way, the classifiers discriminative ability can be transferred from the trimmed to the untrimmed videos. The outputs from shared and private FC layers are integrated before feeding into the softmax layer, and predictions can be made based on the probabilistic scores.
Algorithm 1 AdapNet -Training
Given a training dataset, the three modules (i.e. encoder, decoder, and classification) are optimized jointly with the overall loss function defined as follows.
where α, β and γ are hyper-parameters that control the tradeoff between different terms.
E. Temporal action localization with bidirectional point process
After model training, AdapNet can be used for both action classification and localization of untrimmed videos without labels. In this stage, the decoder module is no longer necessary, and only the networks related to untrimmed videos are involved.
Following procedures similar to the training stage, actions can be predicted based on the probabilistic output of the softmax layer in the classification module.
Ground-truth
Self-attention weight
Multi-view T-CAM Fig. 4 . Illustration of the temporal intervals corresponding to the ground-truth, the self-attention weights, and the multi-view T-CAM scores for a THUMOS14 video containing two action classes, i.e. T hrowDiscus (Blue) and CleanAndJerk (Orange). The horizontal axis is represented as the timestamps. As a class-agnostic metric, the self-attention weights highlight potential time intervals w.r.t. all the classes. In contrast, the multi-view T-CAM scores are calculated in a class-specific way, and thus provide accurate action localization information for T hrowDiscus and CleanAndJerk, respectively.
To further discern the temporal intervals in the untrimmed videos corresponding to the actions of interest, we fully explore the frame-level class-specific information. Inspired by the Temporal Class Activation Map (T-CAM), we propose the multi-view T-CAM to further fuse both domain-adaptable and domain-specific aspects of the video.
Let W •,u ∈ R C×d f denote the weight parameter of the FC layer of the classification module, where C is the number of classes. T-CAM, denoted by P •,u ∈ R C×m , indicates the relevance of each frame to each class, whose element at (c ∈ {1, ..., C}, k ∈ {1, ..., m}) is defined as: 
which takes into account both generic and class-specific information.
As we know, the domain-adaptable and domain-specific representations depict the video from different point of view. The multi-view T-CAM combines information from both view, which is defined as follows.
where δ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter to control the significance of information from two views. Subsequently, multi-view T-CAM scores from the RGB and optical flow streams should also be fused so as to derive the two-stream multi-view T-CAM as:
where ε ∈ [0, 1] is the balancing parameter. Based on S u , smoothing is implemented to ensure the continuity of video contents. In order to obtain fine-grained temporal boundaries, we propose a bidirectional point process network for action probability estimation. Given two predefined thresholds, i.e. τ upper and τ lower (τ upper > τ lower ), the frames whose S u scores are above τ upper and below τ lower are attached with pseudo-labels as actions and backgrounds, respectively. By this manner, the bidirectional point process action estimator is trained in a semi-supervised fashion. As for the frames fall between τ upper and τ lower , they are regarded as unlabeled frames to be estimated. To be specific, we leverage the twin recurrent point process (TRPP) model trained on the pseudo-labeled frames to estimate action probabilities of subsequent unlabeled frames. Furthermore, to model the preceding frames, we rearrange the video frames in reverse order, and learn another TRPP model. Finally, probabilities estimated with the bidirectional TRPP are fused into a comprehensive metric, i.e. the bidirectional point process refined multi-view T-CAM score.
After that, we perform Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS) to remove the highly overlapped predictions and arrive at the frame indices of starting and ending positions [ind start , ind end ], which should further be converted to the temporal intervals [t start , t end ] based on fps (frames per second).
F. Summarization
AdapNet takes on an encoder-decoder network structure that is a carefully designed for reliable trimmed-untrimmed knowledge transfer. The shared-private decomposing mechanism is enforced to guarantee coherent domain adaption.
To be specific, in the training stage, AdapNet is fed with trimmed-untrimmed video pairs and the corresponding videolevel labels. According to the overall loss function in (7) , the triplet encoder, integrative decoder, and action classification modules are jointly optimized in a unified procedure. In each training iteration, for the sake of implementation efficiency, we sample relatively subsets from the trimmed-untrimmed video pairs for network parameter update.
After optimization, we deactivate the branches related to trimmed videos and the integrative decoder module. AdapNet in the testing stage receives unlabeled untrimmed videos as input to predict actions of interest. Action localization module is implemented to further identify the corresponding temporal intervals.
The activated parts of the AdapNet framework in the training and testing are illustrated in (a) and (b) of Fig. 3 , respectively. The training and testing procedures are summarized in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we report the experimental evaluation of the proposed AdapNet on benchmark datasets in comparison with other state-of-the-art algorithms based on both fully supervised and weakly supervised learning.
A. Datasets
Throughout the experiments, we evaluate the methods on two benchmark datasets, i.e. THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.3. Both datasets contain large numbers of untrimmed videos, some of which are attached with temporal annotations of actions. Note that, as a weakly supervised method, AdapNet does not use the temporal annotations in the model training stage.
The THUMOS14 dataset contains 101 action classes of video-level labeled videos, among which 20 classes are further attached with temporal annotations. Therefore, we only utilize the temporally labeled 20-class subset of THUMOS14. We train our model with the validation set which consists of 200 untrimmed videos, and evaluate the trained model with the testing set of 213 videos.
The ActivityNet1.3 dataset is originally comprised of 200 activity classes, with 10,024 videos for training, 4,926 for validation, and 5,044 for testing. Since the ground-truth labels for the original testing set are withheld, we adopt the training set for model training and the validation set for testing.
Besides untrimmed video sets, we also utilize a publicly available trimmed video set from UCF101 for knowledge transfer. The dataset contains 9,965 videos for training and 3,355 for testing, belonging to 101 action categories. We only use the training set for knowledge transfer.
B. Implementation Details
We initialize the network weights with pre-trained models from ImageNet dataset and to extract features for video frames with two-stream CNN networks. We use the mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm to learn the network parameters, where the batch size is set to 32 and momentum set to 0.9. For spatial networks, we apply the TV-L1 algorithm to take 5-frame stacks optical flow as input and we set the learning rate to 0.001 and decreases every 3,000 iterations by a factor of 10. For temporal networks, we set the learning rate to 0.005 and decreases every 6,000 iterations by a factor of 10. For data augmentation, we use the techniques including horizontal flipping, corner cropping and so on. The parameters in the overall loss function, i.e. α, β, and γ, are empirically evaluated as 0.5, 0.1, and 0.01, respectively. Our algorithm is implemented in PyTorch.
We follow the standard evaluation metric, which is based on the values of mean average precision (mAP) under different levels of intersection over union (IoU) thresholds.
C. Action Recognition
We first apply AdapNet to action recognition task on THU-MOS14, in comparison with the state-of-the-art methods. The recognition accuracies are listed in Table I . As we can see, methods leveraging auxiliary trimmed videos with trimmeduntrimmed knowledge transfer, i.e. TSRNet and AdapNet, achieve significant improvement over their counterparts. It indicates that the learning model can benefit a lot from the instructive knowledge derived from external resources. By further confining domain adaptation within a more coherent subspace, AdapNet ensures reliable knowledge transfer between trimmed and untrimmed videos and receives the highest recognition performance.
To the best of our knowledge, very few action recognition methods are conducted on ActivityNet1.3. As a result, we only list the available results of TSRNet in Table II , and compare different versions of AdapNet accordingly. To be specific, AdapNet optimized without one or both of L adp and L dif are tested, to evaluate the contribution in the overall loss function. The accuracies of each single stream, i.e. RGB and optical flow, and the two-stream input are also compared. As shown in Table II , AdapNet also outperforms TSRNet on ActivityNet1.3. The full implementation of AdapNet achieves the highest performance, indicating that both shared and private encoders are indispensable parts of the framework. By integrating both RGB and optical flow features, the accuracy can be effectively augmented.
D. Action Localization
As introduced above, AdapNet identifies time intervals of the actions of interest based on the frame-level T-CAM scores calculated in the action localization module. In order to validate the effectiveness of this action indicator, Fig. 4 intuitively illustrates an example of the self-attentive weights and the multi-view T-CAM scores of a video containing multiple action categories. It is observed that the time intervals corresponding to all the actions can be effectively highlighted as a whole by the self-attentive weights. However, they cannot distinguish different actions because of the class-agnostic property. In contrast, the multi-view T-CAM scores are more consistent with the ground-truths, because they are calculated in a class-specific way.
We carry out action localization tasks on THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.3, and evaluate AdapNet in comparison with both fully supervised and weakly supervised methods. The experimental results are recorded in Table III and Table IV , in which methods in the upper and lower parts are with full and weak supervision, respectively. It is observed that AdapNet significantly surpasses its weakly supervised counterparts. It is especially encouraging to see that AdapNet even achieves comparable or better results with some fully supervised methods.
We further compare different implementations of AdapNet to validate the efficacy of adaptability decomposing with triplet encoder structure. Similar to Table II , AdapNet optimized without one or both of L adp and L dif are evaluated, the We also demonstrate the qualitative results on THUMOS14 and ActivityNet1.3 in Fig. 5 . As we can see, using multiview TCAM as an effective indicator, the proposed method is capable of locating actions of interest in untrimmed videos. To be specific, Fig. 5(a) presents an example of a video containing two actions, i.e. T hrowDiscus and Shotput. Although the visual appearances and motion patterns are quite similar, AdapNet can successfully identify and localize most of the actions, with only a few false positives. Fig. 5 (b) and (c) show single-action videos of BasketballDunk and Surf ing, respectively. Despite of the challenges of large variations in scale, viewpoint, and illumination conditions, AdapNet still generate satisfactory localization results. As for the failure cases, we found that most false positives correspond to very short video clips which are closely related to actions of interest to human eyes, such as the preparation stage or ending stage of certain actions. We also visualize qualitative localization results of the most competitive TSRNet in Fig. 5 . As we can see, unconstrained knowledge transfer in TSRNet inevitably induce false positives in localization results. Some background contents or irrelevant actions are erroneously identified as the actions of interest. In contrast, AdapNet can ensure legitimate trimmed-untrimmed domain adaption within a semantically coherent subspace, and meanwhile prohibit irrelevant transfer. Therefore, AdapNet generates more satisfactory localization performance.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have proposed a robust knowledge transfer framework, namely AdapNet, for weakly supervised action recognition and localization in untrimmed videos via point process modeling. Through a carefully designed encoderdecoder based learning structure, adaptability decomposing is effectively implemented to guarantee legitimate trimmeduntrimmed domain adaption within a semantically coherent subspace, and meanwhile prohibit irrelevant transfer. Given the spatio-temporal descriptions of input videos, the triplet encoder decomposes the original features into domain-adaptable and domain-specific ones, whereas the integrative decoder is devised for feature recovery with minimal information loss. Accompanied with action classification and localization modules using compact self-attentive representations, the proposed method can not only predict actions but also identify the corre-sponding time intervals in untrimmed videos with only videolevel labels. As demonstrated on two challenging untrimmed video datasets, AdapNet achieves superior performance over the state-of-the-art methods.
